Frog & Toad Pebbles

1. Select your pebble — smooth for a frog, bumpy for a toad.

2. You can leave it brown or colour it green with pen or paint.

3. Carefully draw around the ‘Back Leg’ template on paper which matches the colour of your pebble, (or colour it in) then turn over the template and draw around it again. Do the same for the front legs and cut everything out.

4. If you are making a frog, draw stripes across its back legs.

5. If your animal is sitting, fold the back foot from ankle to heel, and fold the front legs at the elbow.

6. Put a dot of PVA glue at the top of each leg and stick them in place as shown in the picture — you may need to hold them on for a minute.

7. Use white, yellow or gold to paint two eyes on your animal. Wait for this to dry then draw on horizontal black ovals for the pupils and dots for nostrils.

Materials: Pebble; Pencil; Scissors; PVA glue; Green or brown card or paper (or white to colour in); White, yellow or gold paint; Template sheet; Green, brown & black pen or paint.